Name: ________________________________________

Antonyms

Directions: Read the sentences below. In the blanks, write the antonym of the
underlined word in each sentence.

happy above
empty old

top in high first
hard old open

1. Every time I close the cookie jar, my sneaky brother goes over
to ____________________ it.
2. When I was little, my sister slept on the _____________________
bunk and I slept on the bottom.
3. Yesterday when my friend came over to play, I was
_______________, but when she left, I was sad.
4. Kyle taught us that you can roll a ball low, along the grass, or
toss it really ___________________ in the air.
5. When my glass of milk is ____________________, I’ll fill it up
again until it is full.
6. The subway travels below the ground and the passenger train
travels ___________________.
7. Allison Acquisto is always ____________ in line and Zachary
Zween is always last.
8. We go ________________ through the front door and out through
the back door.
9. Grandma Caroline is funny and very ________________, but baby
Caroline is tiny and very young.
10.The rock that is in this box is ________________, however, the
feather here is soft.
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Name: ________________________________________

Antonyms :

Answer Key
Directions: Read the sentences below. In the blanks, write the antonym of the
underlined word in each sentence.

happy above
empty old

top in high first
hard old open

1. Every time I close the cookie jar, my sneaky brother goes over
to ____open__ it.
2. When I was little, my sister slept on the ___top_______ bunk
and I slept on the bottom.
3. Yesterday when my friend came over to play, I was ___happy___,
but when she left, I was sad.
4. Kyle taught us that you can roll a ball low, along the grass, or
toss it really ___high_____ in the air.
5. When my glass of milk is _____empty___, I’ll fill it up again until
it is full.
6. The subway travels below the ground and the passenger train
travels __above______.
7. Allison Acquisto is always _first__ in line and Zachary Zween is
always last.
8. We go __in_____ through the front door and out through the
back door.
9. Grandma Caroline is funny and very ___old_____, but baby
Caroline is tiny and very young.
10.The rock that is in this box is ___hard_____, however, the
feather here is soft.
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